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Date

Name

Antonyms
Antonyms are words with opposite, or nearly opposite, meanings:
big and small; up and down.

List 5 words and their antonyms.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
Use your antonym pairs in three sentences.
6.
CD
O

7.

8.
2
I

When you finish, compare your antonym sentences to those of a
partner or small group. If time allows, discuss any differences or
similarities.
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Selection Vocabulary
Focus

prank n. a playful or
mischievous act meant to trick
or tease someone

segregation n. the practice of setting
one group apart from another
encounters n. plural form of encounter:
an unexpected, unplanned, or brief
meeting
nourishing adj. promoting health and
growth

creed n. a statement of what a person
or group of people believes in
self-evident adj. easily understood
without explanation
exalted adj. heightened or glorified
despair n. a complete loss of hope
discords plural form of discord:
a lack of agreement or harmony;
disagreement

career n. the work that a person does
throughout his or her life

Write the vocabulary word next to the group of words that
have a similar meaning.

1. joke; trick; spoof
2. feeding; comforting; nursing
3. belief; faith; idea
4. honored; promoted; worshiped
5. appointments; confrontations; experiences
6. occupation; work; job
7. hopelessness; misery; doom
8. separation; division; isolation
q. obvious; plainly true; unquestionable
10. fights; spats; arguments
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Author's Point of View
Writers choose to tell stories from different points of view.
Point of view refers to the person who's telling the story.
A story told from a first-person point of view is told by a character in the
story. The reader learns that character's thoughts and feelings. Common
words to look for are /, me, my, mine, myself, we, our, and us.
Example: I wanted to learn to play the piano.
• A story told from a third-person point of view is told by a narrator
outside the story. The reader learns many characters' thoughts and
feelings. Common words to look for are he, his, him, she, her, hers, they,
them, and their.
Example: She agreed to give piano lessons to the neighborhood
children.

Decide the point of view of the passages below. Underline
the clue words in each passage.

1. "I have a dream my four little children will one day live in a nation where they will not be
judged by the color of their skin but by the content of their character."
Point of view
2. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., began his career as a minister at the Dexter Avenue Baptist
Church in Montgomery, Alabama.
Point of view
3. In 1964, Martin Luther King, Jr., was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, and four years later,
he was assassinated in Memphis, Tennessee.
Point of view
\C

i

4. "With this faith we will be able to hew out of the mountain of despair a stone of hope."
Point of view
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Author's Point of View (continued)
Rewrite the sentences below, changing their point of view as
specified. The clue words are underlined. The original point of
view of each sentence is in parentheses.
5. | have always wanted to be a great musician, (first-person)
third-person

6. They walked slowly, not wanting to get home too soon, (third-person)
first-person

:

7. He walked his dog every day in the park across from his house, (third-person)
first-person

Write a sentence from either a first-person point of view or from a
third-person point of view.
8.

When you finish, share your responses for questions five through ten
with a partner. Take turns identifying each other's clue words.
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Inflectional Ending -ed, Antonyms, Prefix ex-,
and Latin Root liber
• The inflectional ending -ed indicates action in the past.
• Antonyms are opposite, or nearly opposite, in meaning.
• The prefix ex- means "out."
• The Latin root liber means "free."
• For most longer words with a stressed last syllable and ending in a single
consonant, double the last letter of the base: commit + -ed = committed.
• For most longer words that do not have a stressed last syllable and end
in a single consonant, do not double the last letter of the base: resent +
-ed = resented.
For words ending in a silent e, when -ed is being added drop the silent e.
For example: move + -ecf = moved.

referred
except

liberty
discord

exclude
liberate

harmonious
consented

Meaning Strategy
Write a spelling word to complete the sentence. Then, write the word's
antonym on the line at the end of the sentence.
1. There is constant

between my dog and cat.

Write the word in the past tense.
E 5

2. consent

3. refer

Write the words with the prefix.
4. ex + cept =

5. ex + elude =

Write the words with the Latin root liber.
6
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Adjectives
Example

Rule
• An adjective modifies,
or describes, a noun or a
pronoun.
An adjective can come before or
after the noun or pronoun that it
modifies.

Canada is a big country.

The country of Canada is big.

Write the adjectives below the sentence. To the right of
each adjective, write the word it modifies.
1. Wayne Gretzky was a talented hockey player.

2. Serious fans think that he was the greatest player of all time.

3. Gretzky, who was small for a hockey player, was known for his intelligent play.

4. By the age of sixteen, young Gretzky was famous throughout Canada.

5. He had become a national hero.
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